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95 Stephen Street, Campbells Creek, Vic 3451

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 4 Area: 2 m2 Type: House

Jeremy  Bottomley

Andrew Turley
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Come home to greatness on this 4 acre parcel of pristine Australian bushland. This unique property, adjacent to protected

state forest, will excite anyone with an eye for high style, bespoke design and ultimate privacy. The residence also offers

potential to craft a narrative that is uniquely your own.At an amazing 40 squares (approx.) and with multiple living zones

over two levels, this beautiful home will allow your family to grow. As will the acreage with a huge dam, primed for a big

life of adventure, play and entertainment.At the end of a 200 metre winding driveway, flanked with stately pine trees, the

residence presents a commanding facade. Open the front door to a spectacular octagonal foyer with feature pendant

lighting and a floor plan that is refreshingly different.Continue the journey and admire vaulted ceilings in the spacious

living, dining and kitchen areas. The octagonal kitchen, mirroring the foyer’s design, boasts a soaring ceiling height of 6

metres with light-filled cupolas. It stands as an architectural centrepiece, enhancing the home’s ambiance of elegance and

openness.The master suite, a true parent’s retreat, features an ensuite, a vanity alcove and a walk-in double robe beneath

a refined dropped ceiling. The children’s wing presents an opportunity for independent living, complete with three

bedrooms, a bathroom, laundry and separate entry.Currently a generous home office, the upper floor basks in natural

light from its vaulted ceilings and takes in sweeping vistas. It offers an exciting opportunity as a self-contained bedroom

complete with a private bathroom and living area or as the ultimate work from home or creative space.While the

residence is 90 percent complete, this is not a shortfall but a promise of potential - a canvas for creativity. The future

custodians have the rare chance to tailor the final fit-out to their tastes, further enhancing the bespoke,

Spanish/French-influenced architecture that features soft bull nose corners and gentle texturing throughout.Outside,

relish in family bush walks in your very own own backyard. Of note is the aforementioned dam, capable of holding one

gigalitre of water in addition to the onsite bore.From this prized and very private location be in the heart of vibrant

Castlemaine within 7 minutes. Yes, life could be a dream!


